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Student Council ,Votes Out 
·by GARY REED 
Selzer-Sheedy Plan, '15-7 
· The Founding Fathers gave Negroes i\ 'first-draw' attempt to bring the 
and women a polite but firm "no" issue to a showdown opened the session, 
Wednesday evening. but opponents of the plan failed to 
postpone its decision on the issue until 
the coeds had enough time to discuss 
and make their own representation on 
the plan. Student Body President Tim 
Burke made a motion to this effect, 
In a heated second-round· mustch'sufficicnt votes. 
parliamentary tug-of-war, Student · The second attempt followed 
Council's volatile "constitutional testimony by Ralph Watson, senior class which was seconded by Freshman 
convention" knocked down the representative and council's only black Representative Tom Bambrick. The 
controversial Selzer-Sheedy plan, 15-7. member, and Ken Blackwell, MSA motion, however, failed in a narrow 
If passed, the plan would have provided president, that Xavier's Afro-American vote. 
between one and three seats for coeds on Student Association was "definitely and · "The classic communication gap 
next year's council, and between one and wholeheartedly" in favor of the plan. obviously still exists," quipped co-
three seats for blacks, the exact number Council next heard that the coeds are sponsciroftheplan Tom Sheedy. 
depe!)din~ on enrollment. 
Other seats would have been awarded 
to commuter and dorm councils (3 
each), to class officers (4), and to class 
representatives ( 12). 
· The bill itself survived three attempts 
to end debate before succumbing to the 
15-7 decision. Eight votes_are necessary 
to block ratification of the new 
constitution. 
split on the issue. "Only three of us knew "Why didn't you find out what they 
about- this proposal before I :30 this thought' before this?" shot back Kevin 
afternoon," explained Pa tie Petz. England. 
"Why the sudden concern?" she "Don't penalize the coeds," Sheedy 
asked. "Where has student council been pleadcil, "forciurfailure." 
all year? Greg Pellegrini · moved that the 
"We want to be a part of the proposal be brought to an immediate 
university, ncit a faction." · vote. The motion carried and the plan 
Miss Petz then asked council to went down tcidefeat. 
Felten Calls For En.iowment, 
. Iq~crease in Scholarships 
Following a brief recess, further 
discussion of the legislative structure 
was postponed until Wednesday, March 
4{today). The remainder of the two hour 
session was devoted to re-wording the 
new constitution's first article and_ 
procedural problems. 
At a convocation of the faculty last week, Rev. John N •.. The first article of the new 
Felten, S.J., Dean of the Colle1e of Arts and Sdences, stated the constitution, if it is ratified, will look 
purpose and 1oals of a Uberal arts education. much like the old constitution except for 
· •Tue purpose of the C~llege of Arts. 
and Sciences is to produce students 
capable · of coping with their 
e~vironment in a human way through a 
system · of · defensible values. The 
College of A .t S. is the center of this 
university;·. if we're not doing ·an 
outstanding job here, one would 
question whether we're doing a good 
job at all. 
Dr. Eberhard stated that the faculty- the words "de jure" and "de facto," used 
student ratio at Xavier is 26-1, ,while the to specify the sources of student 
national average was 16-1 in a 1960 government'sauthorityandpower. 
su:I!Yalso -said that a 1962 survey . "Why ~o you want to throw the ~ati? 
pointed out that approximately 51% of m there. asked Soph Class President 
the colleges and universities in this Pat Betterman. 
(Con1inued on page 7) He was told: "It's a Jesuit University, 
Cn.rtain Rises. Friday 
On 'Glass Menagerie' 
· The.. Xavier University Players will 
present Tennessee Williams' 1948 
Pulitzer Prize winning drama, "The 
Glass Menagerie," March 6, 7, 8, 13, 14, 
and 15 at 8 p.m. in the University Center 
Theatre. David A. Siegfried is the 
director. 
the glasS animals she collects. It was 
followed by such Williams staples as "A 
Streetcar Named Desire," "Cat On a 
Ho't Tin Roof," "Rose Tattoo" and 
many others. Williams' "Camino Real" 
was chosen to open the new Marx 
Theatre at the Playhouse In the Park. 
"Glass Menagerie" was Williams' first Leading roles in the play were taken · 
major triumph on Broadway and firmly by Kathie Labanz, Leslie Lazaron, Tom 
established him as one of the American Korbeeand JayCranley. 
Theatre's major playwrites. It opened in Xavier students wiil be admitted free 
1945 and ra'n for 563 performances, with their ID cards and may buy .a 
· "To insure the growth~ of the winning the Drama Critics Circle Award companion ticket· for SI. Other student 
student," continued Fr. Felten, "we asb~tplayoftheseason. tickets are SI. and adult tickets are S2. 
need a faculty devoted to . Th la 11 h T' k be · 
· · 'th th d e P Y te s t e story of a once·.• 1c els may purchased m the Box c~mthmthumcat tdmgt wiA donhe ano er agnet gentile Southern mother's efforts to ·Office acrciss from the Grill or reserved 
w1 e s u en s. n ow can we .. ~r da h h . f . b call' 8 3559 h. 1 p Ii d t ,. the marrv Oai a ug ter w o 11 as ra11le as y 1111 53- . t 1s er aps an en owmen 1or · 
College of A & S would do it. A 10 
million . dollar endowment might be 
possible; this would enable us to deal 
with our present problems day by day." 
Committee Talks Over 
XU Library Problems 
by .JMN .COSTILLO 
·. .. ·r. . • . 
La:st Thursday, the Library Committee held a special meettng in response to a 
letter appearing in last week's XU News. The committee concerned itself with the 
storage of the Milford Library and the possible extension of library hours. 
Mr. Al• Warst, librarian, com- explained that Library Committee had 
mented on the status of the 40,000 endorsed such a proposal for a study 
volume Milford collection: "The hall last spring. But this recomdenda-
volumes are still in· storage {at tion was discarded by the Space Com-
Schmidt), since the Provincial hasn't mittee. 
yet decided whether the collection will ~- The Committee then passed a 
be given to Xavier. If it isn't going to be resolution endorsing the establishment 
used, it shouldn'.t be allowed to be of an all-night study hall in either the 
stored." Cash Room of Logan Hall or the old 
"Granting of a clear title of this 
collection to Xavier will allow us to 
take out and add to our library all 
volumes of use. The vast bulk of the 
Milford library, about 85%, is 
duplication of what we have here. We 
desire to be able to dispose of the 
unnecessary volumes which currently 
fill our storage area." 
Mr. Warst explained further that 
the Milford Library is open to students 
anil faculty. "Contrary to popular 
belief, books are available through Fr. 
Mail,S.J." 
"Nevertheless," he pointed out, "my 
recommendation that the old graduate 
library be restored and that the Milford 
Collection be opened for a !)hort time 
each day was vetoed by the Space Com-
mittee. Now, the Commuter Center 
occupies so much of our old area, that 
when we enter the storage room, it is 
necessary to mcive furniture." 
lobb'y of Albers Halls. Letters would be 
sent to the Space Committee, the deans, 
and the Vice-President· of Academic 
and Student ··Affairs seeking their , 
approval. 
1n future meetings, the Committee 
will concern itself with the possibility of 
establishing interchanging library rights 
between five Cincinnati area colle1Pe11. 
WU~Sproal In response to Mr. Warst's 
assertions, the Committee (Dr. Tafuri, 
Mr. Vonderhaar, Mr. warst, Mr. XU Graduate 
Wessling, Mark Hinchy, Eric Wentz) 
agreed to petition the Space Committee 
again for easier access to the storage 
room; in addition, they considered the 
possibility of installing a card catalogue 
of the Milford Collection in the 
McDonald Library. 
Found De;1d 
William F. Sproat, 23, a '69 Xavier 
graduate and Mary Petry, 20, were 
found murdered Saturday in an 
apartment near Ohio State University. · The Library Committee also 
discussed the possibility of extending 
Among the problems cited were the the library's hours beyond the current 
needs for mcire faculty members and for gj~ Mr. Warst pointed- out several · 
Sproat was an HAB French major 
during his years at Xavier. Miss Petry 
was a junior majoring in French at 
Mount Saint Joseph College. increased scholarship assistance. In factors which render this infeasible. 
addition, Fr. Felten favors two .. Anyone knowing· the location of 
measures which would benefit the Xavier knows that it is impossible to 
present faculty: the granting of a year hire professional people to work here 
Sabbatical every six years and the after 10 o'clock at night. Besides, there 
absorption by Xavier of convention are no incentives - extra pay for work 
costs (airfare, hotel fees, etc.) which after 5, Saturdays, or double time on 
would foster a larger attendance at Sundays·- for our employees." 
regional and national conferences. Other problems include the 
During his talk, Fr. Felten also 'difficulties in reaching Xavier and the 
Police questioned several persons in 
their investigation of the murder of the 
young college couple, but no one has 
been arrested. 
Sproat wasa graduate student at Ohio 
State University. His hometown was 
Haverstown, Penn. Miss Petry's 
hometown was Portsmo11th, Ohio. 
As of the News deadline, funeral showed some 'disfavor with the necessity of revamping the schedule of 
proposal backing a unified science the Maintenance Dept., which doesn't arrangements were not announced. 
complex, since scientists need to talk " · · ·~~ work weekends. . 
and work with each ot~er', "I am. ~tt:'.lk,~,-- As to the possibility of student help p·l 'h G rel~cta~t to ~ep~rate the scientists f~om . ~:::Sl,. .::"41 ~~-.. :: ·: to solve the personnel problem, Mr. iay ouse oes 
the _socral scientists. and the humamsts. ,'f,;., ,,:;)~ \ 'i-~ Warst said, "Student help wouldn't ' 
What I really want •s feedback from the '· /,'i/ , ,r ~ solve the problem, since they aren't the Of]'-Broadway 
entire faculty." ''.Ji}"'· t \- • I' bl I · th Id" ~J . 
. ,. • r:; ..., ... piost re Ill e peop e tn e wor · Playhouse in the Park is presenting a 
Several members of Fr. Felten's • '-1 Mr. Warst also contended "that the . . f' u B d la . ,. 
· · · "'' ' 11 'gh senes o 011- roa way p ys ID aour res~uri:e panel on academic affairs, , ~llJ. , ~)f ii ~· . ~ludent~ ~all~ . wa~t~ ~? .a .~~· , . t , '.e iaodea botwcen A ril 2 and May 24. . wh1c~·mclu~es Dr. Kenneth Eberhard, . . . . • ,.._· lll:!:lm'' 1' , .>•'.i&:!·, ·- ~l\14Y,1"91J•it')lfi:•Jlla:n~·fl)·F!'~CPf!!l{'yqf, '/Th:P. ··/.~ .:tied !Some' thin Rca'I ;,· · · 
. ' ''. 'D.' 'a·. F . Dr R . ond KMllll~· ....... Ille• ~· ...... fntue ............ ,."', · W 'meat.Ii=='-' ri"""' '.' · '' "•' c .... _.., .. · I· •' · · · 
• · ·· · · "· oaer ortin, · . • aym ~·•~.?:I·,. . .' • •'• ·~--· ...... _ 6·LJ..! ..:. ..... ~... ,.;.,:.:,". • ,l!.IJ:! _. •• ~rt'l .:;.:~~.'.~/,'.'.«'-: • .mio· !:.~ • .'.~n'oua .. -_." of c"ntcm·· "' ' ·' · · · :. ·~···.'·'.·'.·M1'1fei ..• ·'Fr!•Josc_ phO~Bncn."' .:anlP.*. ·Pb. ·_,x.u, • .1"1111'111!1'•~ -""•.,.,........ • .,.,,...._, ·-- ..,·,..~.'""' /,,--///.'~...... "'"""'"_, .. •a1ftddlt .• ·~i--,.-, .. •:-·.~- .. _.- '- ~." . ·" :-. , .'.'!.' .,.,·.-.•.-.·.•.•. 
· - - Cummina,a11cJaWlebricfcoaiaieara> · • --~.W.~4.'lfii.lf.tw'Mk;~t.w.r~. :.-...-. · ·:"/,',' .. '··"'·',flicirHtr:''r'Ja\.f-abd-\lr:'vcitiiler~f ·.rpo~tltdlue. 
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·Editorial• 
.. Teacher1 Evaluations 
Teacher evaluations must not be attempted this year because 
there is too little time for adequate preparation. If the first attempt 
at teacher evaluations is not success( ul, the faculty will surely 
employ this year's failures to stop f uiure evaluations - so go the 
arguments against evaluations. 
Nonsense! teacher evaluations so depend on faculty approval, 
not this year, not next, not ever. Have you ever been asked if you 
would like to be evaluated (graded)? Of course, faculty 
coooeration would greatly facilitate matters. 
The same two tired suspicions underpin nearly every objection 
to teacher evaluations, including the above. Students cannot 
really evaluate their teachers, runs the first, until they have left 
college and developed in the outside world a true perspective on 
what was, and what was not, valuable to them. And the second is 
like unto the first. Students judge their teachers on their 
personalities, not on how much was learned. 
Logitudinal studies refute the first (see AA. U.P.'s Bulletin, 
December, 1969). Student ratings for instructors do correlate well 
with later ratings of the same instructors. Common sense and 
every student's experience belie the latter. Students do know 
whether or not they have been learning, and they are generally 
willing to admit it - but not of course, to teacher, dean, or Mom 
and Dad. 
This is not to say that evaluations will be an easy road to tred. 
Good men must be selected to tackle the job and the whole must 
be organized well. Faculty and administration assistance should 
be actively sought. Then the same in-depth publicity must be given 









Concerning Mr. Robert Heleringer's 
letterofthe last issue, "Were Whites Not 
Wanted," I wish to offer a few remarks. 
With all respect to Mr. Heleringer's right 
and duty to express his opinion 
honestly,' I feel that he has erred on 
several important points. I also fear that 
he has misinterpreted the whole purpose 
of Xavier's BlackAwareness Week. 
them and not by the openmindedness 
which was sought. Think about this: if it 
bugs a white person to sit for an hour to 
hear something important (though 
maybe not at present directly 
influencing his life) about Black people 
who are struggling for existence in racist 
America, how does he think a Black 
student feels about hearing about an 
unreachable white world for 12 to 18 
years of school? 
I wouldn't plead with any white 
student to attend the lectures, nor did I 
try to force any Negroes or colored 
students. The student body knew of the 
awareness week and they made 
individual choices to attend or not; most 
chose not. Contrary to the expectations 
of many ,"concerned" parties, the Black 
student could not be apgered at the 
student response. With every 
First, Miss Nicki Giovanni, the black. experience, 1 gain a little more 
poetess did not merely stand at the knowledge and hopefully a little more 
lectern and shout obsenities for the wisdom. I am now aware of the attitude I 
length of her presentation. While the must have toward Xavier University and 
rhetoric she used was far from compli- its student body for my remaining time 
mentary to white people, it must be at Xavier. 
realized that she used this rhetoric for a 
· To the student who was made to feel 
sPecific purpose. Admittedly this 
rhetoric rankled the white members of like an intruder, you reflect the attitude 
the audience, but could it be that this of a great majority of white people who 
want everything translated into the 
rhetoric was designed primarily to shock 
"whitey" out of his apathy and indiffer- language and style of your culture. 
ence toward blacks. Much like the Sorry! You don't want Bobby Kennedy 
Vietnam Awareness Day of last fall, likened to a pig but it was the white 
perhaps -Black Awareness Week was 'people who told the Negroes that the 
intended not only to inform the univer- Kennedys were helping them; it is the 
sity community but also to force oindi- same white people telling the Negroes 
viduals to take _a stand on the issues that Malcolm X, Eldridge Cleaver, 
discussed. Bobby Seal, Eliziah Muhammad, and Ray Brown would only hurt their 
Next, I would like to question the chances of becoming equal. How can a 
logical progression used by Mr. Heier- man, supposedly already equal, become 
inger in prpnting his second point. more equal. The time for Negro equality 
From my interpretation of the statement may be just beginning, .but Black men 
(which may be erroneous) I understand aren't interested in the equality of white 
him as saying that because Mr. Emory men and Negroes. The more pressing 
Douglass was invited to speak it may be issue to a Black man is finding his reality 
inferred that the people responsible for and his ground in this "system" called 
the podium maybe his conscience was 
pricked by what he heard. He can also 
point to the wanton destruction that 
occurred on the campus after Miss 
Giovanni's inflammatory remarks. It is 
also obvious that the white boy has 
never been closely associated in any 
close relationship with the people of the 
petto(except maybe driving through -
very quickly). If he had he would realize 
that this iii pan of their rhetoric and of 
their active vocabulary and also these 
words connote different meanings to 
them than they do to the white boy. I 
also get the impression that the white 
boy was amazed to find that there are 
black women with gall enough to talk in 
this manner to a white - welcome to 
reality, boy. 
rm also very sorry for Mr. Heler-
inger that the Black Panther did not 
show up, It would have been educational 
for him to learn that the Panthers aren't 
anti-white but are against those who are 
anti-black (this includes colored and 
white alike). The Panthers are also 
against those who lie to the non-white 
when they tell them that they are really 
free. 
· Thirdly, I would like to reconsider 
die film shown and the "incidents" 
referred to. I saw in that movie some 
frightening similarities between Algiers 
in the 'SO's and not only Vietnam today 
but also the ghetto today. By the latter I 
mean the program of political exter-
mination that the U.S. government has 
embarked upon with regard to the Black 
Panther party. The government would 
have you believe that the Panthers_~re a 
greater threat to the security of the 
nation than the white Minutemen a few 
years ago. But the police used no 4 a.m. 
raids or shoot-outs with the white right-
wing Minutemen, and they not only had 
more adherents but they had a better 
stocked arsenal than any Panther ccache 
uncovered so far. 
inviting him believe that Robert F. !if' ·Th Bl k 1· tha h e. e ac man rea 1zes t t e While the writer concerns himself Kennedy was a pig. I find two discrep- h' · · 't · f t w 1te race 1s m a st uatton o ex reme with three supposed extremists pro-
ancies here. First, it is unclear whether d h 1 1· h ' 1· power an t ey a so rea 1ze t e iee mgs grams, what about the talks belivered by Mr. Douglass, himself, actually has f 'd h · h I 
·o pn e t at come wit power. n the Rev. Otis Moss, Mal Goode, Dr. 
stated that Robert F. Kennedy was a pig. 'd · f h Written on one of the wal.ls of this university is the warning, relinquishing power, pn e is 0 ten urt James Turner, Preston Wilcox, and the Secondly, the fact that Mr. Douglass d · d' · b d f d Th 
America, change It or lose It. There is more implied in this bit of was invited does not mean that those an preJu ice is om an ostere . e play presented. These programs were 
Black person is just asking for the power d th t Id th 
gr.· affiti than J0 Ust a reply to the America Love It or Leave It who invited hi°m automatically agree presente so a one cou see e to say something about his life and necessity for ALL people to learn about 
bumper stickers. The question of our future is involved. with his opinions, whatever those death. The white race in ·America has the struggle, past and present, which the 
opinions may be. It is extremely unfor- h d h' I h 'd 
What is it in America that we should save? What does a 1 is power as ong as t at great pn e blacks have undergone to try to regain 
tunate that Mr. Douglass was unable to has grown in its utilization; now that the bl f 'd · 
Amerl.ca mea·n to tl1e c1'tizen? Well, it seems that there is much attend Xavier's Black Awareness Week somesem anceo ant entity. power is being given up, a deeper and 
confusion to what America really is, or could be. There is an program since, perhaps, he could have more dangerous prejudice has set in. It's l also feel that some comments must 
America as preached by George Wallace/ Spiro Agnew, as clarified his position for the benefit of definitely up to the young generations to be made in regards to his accusations 
. P 'd N' Mr. Hcleringer. solve the many problems that will occur against Mr. Burke. That letter could 
advocated by the New Lefr, an America a la res1 ent ixon, have been written by. any number of 
f h 11 In conclusion, I would like to offer in the future; the older generation blew it and so on. This question has added importance or t e co ege . . c 1 . b people, it'sJ·ust that Mr. Burke did write one point for cons1derauon. ou .d 1t e already and we're blowing it now. 
student. The advantages and responsibilities of education aside, that the reason for the lack of attendance it, and not as Student Body President Likethemainmansaid: · d 
the realities of citizenship come home hard and almost and participation at Xavier's Black but as an· interested and concerne 
simultaneously. The obligation of the armed services, the right to Awareness Week was not that whites Right on with power, student. I personally felt that he used 
f h "d · " .were not wanted but rather that whites Tony Davis considerable restraint in castigating the vote, the letter from the taxman and a number o ot er ut1es Jesu1'ts, the student body and Student 
. u· did not want to hear what was being become everyday realities on the magic birthdate s1gna mg . . . . Counc1·1 itself for their inexcusable said, smce it might force them to adopt a 
young adulthood. position?' 'wh:tey' absences from the programs presented . 
., Surely curiosity itself would have drawn 
In order to keep their duties in perspective, in order to kno~ Sincerely, d'd 
h Patrick w. Decker U l • more people than the number that 1 whether or not to care about them one way or anot er, a person il e eringer sh~w u~. What is so important at this 
has to have a good idea what he basically believes is right for, umvers1ty that one can't attend two or 
and is, America. It would be presumptuous for this editor to o· ft wi•th three programs? The purpose of the Dear Editor: h · b 
· define America, but it seems important to urge thought on the week was education and t e white 0 Y 
I wish to address myself to the letter showed how really important a program 
subject. Powe.r last weelt of one Robert Heleringer suchasthisis. 
Someday it will be important to know'what there is to change whoseremarksandaccusationsaimedat About the only people on this 
in America, and what there is to lose. Dear Editor: the blacks and Mr. Tim Burke were as campus who are fools are the Jesuits 
· This letter is written for the benefit of equally as callous as the ones he accused who think they run a Christian, if not · 
all students and faculty members who Mr. Burke of making. The reasons that Catholic, campus. The faculty who 
felt it necessary to ask if "I" was .upset he gives as evidence that ''whitey" wasn't think that students come to college to 
over Black Awareness Week.. The wanted was excuses and merely that - learn s~mething new and different. The 
answer is yes for the Negro students and excuses. blacks themselves are foolish enough to 
'no for the white students. If the white boy thinks that the black believe that they can open lines of com-
MDH 
FORTRESS? 
In their not-so-reccent song, "I am a Rock," Simon and 
Garfunkel said it well: 
"I'v.e built wall, a fortress deep and mighty 
That none may penetrate. 
I have no need of friendship, 
friendship causes pain 
Its laughter and its loving I disdain. 
I am a rock, I am an island. 
I have my books and my poetry to protect me. 
I am shielded in my armor. 
Hiding in my room, safe within my womb, 
I touch no one and no one touches me. 
I am a rock, I am an island. 
And a rock feels .,o pain, 
And an island never cries. 
The Jesuits, campus educaton, have now moved into the new 
eleven-story Schott Building. Can one penetrate? 
. ' I:•. ,,a. .... ·~"••,•.,• .. "i.. v.,.•.,,•.,.•,,.• .. ",._"!,..•.,..,, .. "'..,.,. ..,• ... "' .. :'u"'<i.. .. ,,.,,.,-.,..,,iA1'.1" ~,,.it .. _,."1'•1.-#,.•'t•):-.,'.-.,.,,. ...... "l.l .. '.l•.t"t. .. D"FW 
:~~~ .. ;~~ ~~ ~~ ~"~~~ .. ~~;\·~~~~~~4·.~' ; .. ~.,:,, ~-~ ··~~~·~~:·~~ j ~, ~ ~;·~;~~ ~~~;~~~~~~ .. ~~~~~ '~~~~~~.~~~ ~~ ;,~. ~\{ .. ',., ~~' 
. To explain, the Black Awareness poetess was shouting obscenities from (Continued on.page J) 
Week brought to Cincinnati some of the 
foremost Black speakers in America. 
Xavier Univj?rsity and many outside 
news me.Ilia neglected to publicize or 
even give truthful reports on the 
speakers. The program was designed for 
Black awareness on the Xavier campus e k 
. , d . d. f EDITOR-IN-CHIEF ................................... William F. ar o (1t should be year roun mstea o · o • F w lsh ped . k) Th MANAGING EDITOR ...................... , ........... D.nis . a 
cramd ~to do~e fiwee B~ k e ;cant ASSOCIATE EDITORS ............ Mark Hinchy, Greg Boehm, Gary Reed 
~ro~ consist~ o a ;w h c C~tu. ents: SPORTS EDITOR ........................................ Jack Murray 
·a cw ?'em dn ° _t e h. mcmnhi~t• IA YOUT EDITOR ................................ .' ....... IJan Costello 
commuruty, an two or t ree w te CIRCUIATION MANAGER p l M La nhJin 
students. The 1peaken who stood on the COLUMNISTS · • • • · · · · · •. • · · · · ·" • • · ·M· • • ·k· M. au Dae uK~ne 
podium in"'8vier'1 theatre ipoke in the PHOTOGRAPH·E·R· s' .......................... M •• :k arH. k~dnyJ, h nMiller 
rd' f Black ( OICd t ......................... ie apsm, on 
wwhito' 1 oN Dell lou _!>PPbet . )o REPORTERS ...•. Patrick Decker, Pcm Griffin, Bob Hyle, Steve Goodman, 
e, qro, or co ·- r one . · · J h Pri J 0 Ch k Q · De y King Many white students and white o n ce, oc. yno, u~ u1n.n, nn . 
Cincinnatiana were offended by the CARTOONISTS •......••.•••.•••••••••••• J. McOett1pn. Linda Berkemaer 
word• and exprcaiona delivered by the MODERATOR • · • • · · • • • · · • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • · • • • • • · • • · • • ·······.John Getz 
apeaken. Thelectum were often labeled BUSINESS MANA9ER • · · • • • • • • · • • · • • • · • • • • · • • • • • • • • ·······.Jack Jeff re 
•vulpr," ... .;...; • .:a:--d," "morba'd," · 
......... """' Pulllilhld -lily durinl the ICbool ywar e1aip1 durins vaca1ion 11111 euminatlon perloda llY Xavier 
"common," or "dirty.• The initiaton of UniYlnily, Hamilton County, Eva1111on. Cincinaall, Ohio 45207. 12.00 per year. 
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Lett en Think Bob. The reason you cannot cope 
with the "Battle of Algiers" is because in 
(Continued from page 2) this movie your "good guy" gets ripped 
. . . off. 
mumcatlon with the predominantly . . · . -
White campus. The whites only fool If.the blacks IR ~he aud1cnc:_e had been 
themselves if they think that they can't emotionally committed to whiteness.and 
hear any thing new on the - black's applauded the. French when they killed 
situation and they know what the blacks our brothers, 1t would have. been fine 
(or are they niggers) truly need. and we would have been con11dered very 
· human. 
cultural, social and if feasible, the 
political structure of the various 
countries we may deal with. 
· To make this informative activity 
worthwhile, wc may hold exhibitions, 
give lectures, and if financially prac-
ticable, invite some members of the 
diplomatic corps who may wish to give a 
lecture on their country. 
People naturally fear the unknown 
&ut fear has a subtle way of turning into 
hatred. To quote a more recent expres-
sion (Dag Hammerskjold) "Beyond fear 
"Forever Ignorant Bob," the We intend to deal with as many 
purpolie of Black Awareness Week was countries as possible by post or 
to give a black perspective to the otherwise except where a country docs 
problcins facing black people, not to put not generate enouah confidence either in 
on a song and dance for white people .. the world body (United Nations) or as 
The whites who wanted to educate them- otherwise noticeable. 
- is an 'openness to life and beyond that is 
love." ' 
'JUST peace 
Mark M. Wilkins 
'Forever 
selves on this subject attended; those 
who wanted- to remain ianorant stayed 
away. 
· Therefore, "Super Dumb," your 
feelina as an intruder was due to the 
. L foreip-ncsi of black expression and 
•no•an•' cultuie. This foreign-ncss is perpetuated 
----- ----------- 0-' · ~-- lr-~n!l_!fowncss of the content of the 
. - _ - education -wept in this country. The 
- Dear"Forevc'rlgnorant" problem is not one of black skin, bui 
- Bob Hclcringcr, your laclt ofintclligence. Learn on, Bob. 
Ken Blackwell 
African 
Members of this orpniution may 
be asked to specialize on any or all of the 
countries that may send us literatures so 
as to put them in a better position to 
discuss more intelliacntly when called on 
to do so. Country or countries of special-
imtion does not necessarily have to be 
the countr)' of origin of the individual 
i:ncmben so assiped. 
Where wc have enough literature, we 
may hand some of these out after 
lectures, durina exhibitions and other 
public appearances. This distribution 
· If this letter docs not transcend the 
limitationi of your small and polluted 
mind, it miaht brina you a step closer to 
h~ity. 
· To start your education, let me begin 
by givina you some pertinent facts that 
will help you understand why you have 
Chosen to act unintelligently. 
may also incltidc flqs. 
lnchintr. A lo no We in~nd to actively coordinat~ our l' l' efforts with those of the other uruvcr-
. sitics either on a joint international 
Dear Editor, study aroup or cooperatively in 
One of the most persistent traits of 
you and your forefathers have Iona been 
your fanatical and almost instinctive 
assumption that your systems and ideas 
about the world and its problems are the 
most desirable. As "owners"· of the 
·world, whites are in a position to declare 
that.-@11 thoughts outside your system 
I am a· student here at Xavier ~ttcndingtlicirfunctions-ifinvited. 
University. . . 
. . . No bona fide student may be denied 
My decmon to attend X.U. was admission unless proved to be of 
thro~gh the Very Rev. Edw~rd J. unreconcilablecharactcr. 
O'Bncn,S.J.,andthroughmyfamily. An 1 h f 'nf . . y wca t o 1 ormation we may 
I knew that the school was turrung acquire would be aivcn out to interested 
coeducational and I kept this in mind. In members on request and as much as time 
. and ideas are no~nsical or backward, 
alid further that people who do not 
eonform, aspire, or think them 
admirable are savages or enemies. This 
is why you made those unintclliacnt 
remarks about Miss NIK.Kl 
GIOVANNI. 
the past yean there has been a few would permit. _ 
Catholic schools turnina to this trend, · 
Her philosophical ideas were alien to 
the ·Anglo-Saxon conformity doctrine, 
so you labeled her speech as uncivilized 
and unlawful. Statements such as these 
become absurd when you dismiss the 
assum-tion that only the ideas aiid 
attitudes which whites find analogous to 
concepts forwarded within their racist 
system ate of any real value. 
Your lack of education made its 
prdsence known again when you made 
that ridiculous remark about the Black 
and that's fmc. 
I understand there was a meeting of 
the Administration before the 1969 Fall 
semester started, detcrminina this 
coeducational trend and I'm sure there 
were provisions made. Such as, where 
the girls would live during the semester 
year. It was said that Husman Residence 
Hall ' looked like the only possible 
building because it would be divided 
into two separate wings, whereas 
Brockman Hall and Kuhlman Hall 
could not work this way. 
Now to get to the point, I realize that 
our Dean of Women, Miss Mary Louise 
Faeth, wants to locate her girls on the 
fop flocir of Kuhlman Hall. 
That's absurd! Coeducation is one 
Panther Party wanting to .. liquidate" thing, coed dorms is another. 
everything white. Only an unintelligent 
man makes statements without an 
insight into the topic of discussion. 
"Dumb Ass," do you know that. the 
Black Panther Party has many working 
coalitions with numerous white groups, 
, that your hero Marian Brando works 
with Black Panther leaders, and that the 
(white) Chicago Seven refer to Bobby 
Seal as their brother? If you were not so 
ianorant, you would know that the 
Panthers' fiaht is apinst the capitalistic 
system, not racism or white people. They 
hate a black pigjust as much as they hate 
a white pig. When they say "power to the 
people," they are talking to all people, 
black and white, who arc victims of this 
capitalistic system. 
Thi.sis a Catholic institution. 
Monday, February 16th, a 
committee of girls, along with Miss 
Faeth, and Ray Guye dropped in on the • 
6th floor of Kuhlman Hall along with 
the Griffin Memorial Lounge to inspect 
the rooms to sec if they were to the girls 
likcina ~I know because I was \here. 
I'm sure · Father O'Connor knew · 
nothiriaofthis because he was away on a 
trip, and Father McEvoy, Kuhlman 
Hall's Rector, knew nothina of this 
whatsoever. 
Father McEvoy,' S.J., told me 
personally that he would not stay in a 
coed dorm unleu, of course, he was 
made to stay by the Board. 
We would lose our Rector and 
Xavier would lose many of its 1tudcnts 
after the parents heard about this. I · 
my.elf don't want this, and many other 
Kuhlman Hall mcmben feel the same 
Robert Kennedy was a political fox 
in my opinion, a compromiser, a liberal, 
not a rrevolutionary. The Panthers 
milht have' referred to him as a pia 
becauie of his 1taild for the capitalistic 
system-we all are entitled to our views. 
Both the Party and I agree that Kennedy way. 
wu not the avior of black people as Plus, thole who live on the top floor 1 
white people try to envision him. wouldn't let this 10 by easy. 
Jn your letter to Tim Burke, you told 'You aivc a woman an inch, and she 
him that it wu a mistake for the dllalll she can take a mile.' 
AAS.A. to invite a Panther on campus; Sincerely,. 
butjudaiiil from youP:iporance of the Thomas B. Joyce 
Panthen, a visit by Mr. Douaiau would Kuhtman '609 
Peaceful Coexistence have been very educational for you and 
many otheri of the university ~om­
muniiy. There, perhaps, you would be _ 
able to talk intellipndy when you refer '11'7orld /1 ~ 'ctt·on 
to the Black Panther Party. Learn on, W I 4 
Bob! ' 
· To tclt your lack of education even 
more, let me ask you a simple question. 
If the ·people who applauded for the 
Arab's 'of the continent of Afnca when 
they killed the French were sava1es or 
sick people, what dc>'you call the people 
wh<? ,app~ud~ t~.~ ~v~lry. ~~~n .. t~cr. 
come t()kill the Indian and/or Tarzan 
when he kills the black native of Africa'! 
Dear Editor: 
Our name "WORLP ACTION 
GROUP OF XAVIER UNIVERSITY" 
is meant to be inclusive rather than 
exclusive of all interested students. 
· The main purpose is to educate our 
members,' tiui'iuiiverslty' i>Qi»~u.i!At~ •. apd,,, 
any interested member of the public on 
MEMBERS OF THIS ORGAN-
IZATION MUST CONDUCT THEM-
SELVES IN. A BLAMELESS 
FASHION for the gooo of the Univer-
sity and that of their fellow-members. 
Barth. E; Okoduwa 




It's easy to tell a Paulist. Just 
talk with him. 
The first thina ·you notice is 
that he's contemporary. He 
lives today, but plans tomorrow 
with the experien" and knowl· 
edge of yesterday. That's a 
Paulist characteristic: the abil· 
ity 10 move with the times and 
to meet the challenges of each 
era. 
A Paulis! is also the mediator 
of. his age: he tries to bring to· 
gcther the extremes in today's 
world and the Church, the lib-
. erals and· the moderates, the 
eternal and the temporal. 
Next, he is very much an indl-
vid11al. It sets him apart immc· 
diately,'Hc. has his own partic· 
ular talents and abilities - and 
lie is 1ivcn freedom to "" them. 
If you arc interested in findin1 
out more about the Paulis! dif· 
fcrcnce, in the priesthood, ask 
for our brochure and a copy of 






4U West 59th Street 
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"DAZZLING ••• IEAUTI· •: 
FULLY CRAnED MOVIE!. 
Its hero, expertly played ... 
by Robert Redford, Is ·• ... 
perfect! The race photo&· 
raphy Is a lal'le wondart 
And the climax Is a 
brllll1nt dram1tlc con· 
structionl" 
DUFF'S 
335 Calhoun Street 
Rally Muskies and -
Get the Spfrit 
·oRAFfUl.f f Fl' XnliHT 
WEDNESDAY 
BOITLE BEER NIGHT 
TG IF 
Every Friday afternoon 
3 p.m·.·- a·p.m. 
Discount Price 
-iJANCINCf TIL-2:30 A-~M. 
FRIDAY NITE 






THE BODY SHIRT 
byVAN HEUSEN• 
417 
Get the clean, lean look now. Van Heu•n'• new 
fitted shirt has body·tracin1 shape that never comes 
too close for comfort ••. alway1 loob 
valet-neat. The Body Shirt is tailored with 
handsome Brooke collu that can be wom with and 
without pin, 2·button cuff, in permancndy pressed 
VanopressT" 65% Dacron• polyester, 35% cotton. 
$7.50 
" 
• D,.,.., HI· ,,.,, 
-FllEE PAlllCINCf 
CllARGE IT I . 
OPEN MON. THRU 
FRl.'TfC1i 
SATURDAY TIL I 
Phone 631·3213 
4746-MONTGOMERY ROAD. NORWOOD 




by JACK MURRAY, Sports Editor 
THINGS DO HAPPEN when Al McGuire is around. The night Marquette 
beat Xavier, 81-73, McGuire was hardly a sideshow; he was the whole show, 
almost. 
The frustration of a losing season was heaped upon McGuire in a fantastic 
show of vocal chord strength by the students. But the noise bounced off the 
irrepressible McGuire. 
In the locker room after the game, he said he knew "I have this thing going 
with the Xavier students" (for that matter, everybody's fans), and he knew that he 
brought it on. 
The 1ame was too ti1ht and too well played for McGuire to needle the students 
blck. "I would h1n called 1 timeout there at the end to a11ravate the students, 
but we had to catch a bus." 
McGuire was verballv assaulted immediatelv when his presence was known. 
During the frosh game .with Cincinnati Al, un-like many visiting coaches, hung 
around the scorers table, watching and being interviewed, and being yelled at. 
MMcGuire is a pig: McGuire is a bum, "_came the chants. 
• • • • 
McGUIRE SEEMED UNPERTURBED. Before the game started, Al didn't 
just walk on the court, he made an entrance. The students responded with 
catcalls. It was reported that one student yelled McGuire's name all night un_til 
his voice succumbed. · 
When Warrior starters were introduced, each hustled over and shook Xavier 
coach George Krajack's hand. Only Marquette does such a thing, because its all 
pa~t of McGuire's act. 
An XU student tried to upsta1e Al by running to the Muskie huddle and 
shakin1 Krajack's hand, sayin1 "I'm representin1 the student body. Good luck." 
In the Xavier locker r~om, Krajack, at first, thought the students were amiss 
when seven guys stood up with lettering on their white tee shirts which said, 
"McGuire is a pig". Said Krajack: "I think that was a little too strong." 
But minutes later, Krajack broke up laughing, explaining the sign to Dave 
Lynch, who didn't see it. "I guess that was the only word that would fit," he said. 
Krajack had to chuckle at the sign which said "McGuire is a Gay fellow." 
McGuire himself said that he didn't mind. "It's a good-group of students." 
• • • • 
McGUIRE FEELS THAT "ONCE THEY (XU team) 1et out of their doldrums, 
they (students) will really 1et on me. I watched that freshman team and they 
should help next year, especially with their size." 
N.ext year there will be two McGuires on stage. Allie, Big Al's 6-5 son, plays 
guard for the Warrior frosh: 
The day after the Xavier game Marquette received a bid to the NCAA. Only it 
was to the Midwest regionals, instead of the usual Mideast Regional in Dayton. 
He turned down the bid and accepted one from the NIT. How the NCAA could 
pick Jacksonville over Marquette is a dubious matter. Jacksonville plays 
nobody, recruits junior college players and then is hailed as a great team. 
Baloney. 
"They speak out of both sides of their mouth," said McGuire "First, they speak 
of schedules, then records. We can't do any better than we did. What do we have 
to do? 23-0?" They is the wlection committee, which probably apeed not to send 
Marquette to the Mideast since it would probably result In a rematch with 
Kentucky. Kentucky is expected to meet UCLA In the final. They don't want 
McGuire messln1 that up with an upset win. 
• • • • 
McGUIRE is not merely a showman; he is a great coach. "We will ease up now 
and get ready for the tournament," said McGuire. "I consider our team a good 
tournament team." 
McGuire's team plays a good defense, not the kind that sits on the ball like 
Miami. They play the aggressive kind. That is why they are ranked No. 5 in 
defense. 
Enqulrtr (G•rry Wolter) Photos 
Who is Al yelling at Now? Could it be his team, the officials, the 
students~ who verbally a~aulted him, or could it be the NCAA? 
Only McGuire Knows. 
Helmers Hurt 
Dukes Trample X 
by JOHN PRICE 
Coach George Krajack brought his 
Xavier Musketeers back to his home 
town last week, but the Dukes of 
Duqu~.Sne were anything but gracious 
hosts. 
Krajack and the Muskies suffered 
through their most humiliating defeat 
of the year as the Dukes of Pittsburgh 
6-7 up front and I knew they would just 
wear us out." 
~1 had to use Te!Iy Sillies and he 
hadn't played in about five games. 
Rusty Blos~om was at only about 50% 
strength, and Tom Binegar fouled out 
with about seven minutes to go. They 
kept thcise fresh horses in there all the 
time." 
buried the visitors !05-63. The name of the Dukes game is size, 
and that is one game in which the Mlt was a doubly embarassing defeat 
Muskies just can't compete. 
since I had all of my relatives over from 
McKeesport," said the young coach. "It was a very physical 1ame," said 
Krajack. "The refs were willln& to let 
For the Muskies, just playing out the . the game &et a little rouih and we just 
remainder of a disastrous season, the 
can't play that way. It hu to be a touch· game had little significance; but the 
Dukes are expecting a tournament bid, and-foul game for us." 
and a 42-point victory should do little Despite the lopsided defeat, Krajack 
to hun their ch8nces. was still more impressed with another 
"The 'Jlllpen bulb this one up u a Pennsylvania five, the Villanova 
Wildcats. 
must game for them," said Krajack. "I 
think they were feelin1 the preaure Ml think that Villanova could beat 
early, too. They weren't playln1 reaJ them on a neutral floor. Duquesne 
lood and their fans were 1ettina a little could play with anybody I've seen this 
worried." year, but Villanova was the better team. 
Duquesne is · definitely tournament 
material, though." 
Not since December 1st, when the 
Muskies dropped a 21-point decision to 
Thomas More, were they more 
embarassed. 
· The Muskies hung close to the 
physically-superior Dukes through 
much of the first half, but when Jerry 
Helmers sustained a hip injury the 
Duk.es' fire was lit, and it was then only 
a matter of time· before X.U. would get 
Marquette also plays a disciplined offense, which seems contrary to the type of burned. 
players he has. His black players normally would like to run and are used to a Wh h d J . h . MThat was the first time since the first 
game that the roof fell in on us," said 
Krajack. "We stayed close in every 
other game but we just weren't able to 
sustain it this time." 
. . M en we a erry m t e game we 
wide open game, hke the playground brand. h · II d 
were s ootmg we an we were 
But while other coaches are having trouble with the black athlete, McGuire's ·somewhat even on the boards" recalled 
players respect him. You know why? Because they know that he will stick up for l(rajack. "But they were 6-10.' 6-10, and 
thein if anything should happen. A few years ago, Marquette's black players 
threatened to quit school. But Al intervened between school officials and the 
blacks, and things were ironed out. 
• • • * 
AL McGUIRE is more than a stand up comic. He gets his points across and he 
Seniors Honored 
Tonight 
Xavier faces Miami tonight at 
Schmidt Field House in the final game 
for both clubs. Miami still thinks it has a ' 
chalice for an NIT bid, if it can beat 
Xavier. 
Xavier seniors will be honored before 
game. They include: Don Darby, Rick 
Reder, Chris Hall and Perry Ashley. 
These four deserve a moment of 1lory, 
applause or what hue you. They have 
1one throu&h (blip) In their four years 
here, playin1 on losing teams as varsity 
performers every year, but always 1Mn1 
IOI%. 
Also at halftime the Xavier Hall of 
Frosh Fold 
To UC 
by DENNY KING 
"There must be something about 
tradition," said coach Dave Lynch, after 
tlie freshman Muskies lost a heart-
breaker to the University of Cincinnati 
frosh in ovenime, 83-76. 
The Muskies led for the entire re 
regulation period, but dropped behind 
in the aborted overtime period and never 
regained the lead. 
There was even an argument over 
that. Both coaches wanted a three-
minute overtime with the clock running 
as normal. 
· Jim Mccafferty, athletic director, 
throu1h Jack Cherry, sports 
information director, told the coaches 
there would be a "five minute 
continuous running clock overtime." 
The coaches argued for at least a three-
minute time period, and Mccafferty 
relented. 
"A· continuous running clock is 
unfair," said Lynch. "The players stall at 
the free throw line and al that. That 
would be a cheap victory; I wouldn't 
want to winorloseagamethat way." 
Derrek Dickey, who scored 38 points 
against Xavier in their first meeting, was 
held. to four points in the first half by a 
talkative Jon Andre. 
Dickey came back in the second half 
to score 20. High School All-American 
Dave Johnson added 29 more points to 
the Bearcat total. 
The crucial point of the game came 
when Conny Warren missed the first 
shot· of a one-and-one free-throw 
situation, with 18 seconds left. Seconds 
earlier he had converted both shots on a 
similar situation. Xavier stiil led by two 
(72-70). But the Bearcats scored to tie 
the game and send it into overtime. 
Jay Eck and Bob Petroski fouled out 
and Bob Fularton hurt his foot to 
compound the humiliating defeat. 
Xavier Comes 
Close Again 
Marquette beat Xavier, 81-73, in as 
Cine a game played in Schmidt Field 
House this season. 
Xavier trailed throughout by from 
nine to 15 points as Warrier guard Jeff 
Sewell hit '25-foot jump shots all night. 
He finished as the game's high scorer 
with 29 points. 
Sophomores Tom Binegar and Jerry 
Helmers led Xavier with 22 and 18 
points, respectively. 
Xavier closed the 1ap to within two 
points (71-69) on a three-point play by 
Rick Reder with 3:46 ltft. 
Marquette pulled away, scoring 10 to 
Xavier's four points, for the victory. 
Marquette shot .525 from the field 
and .654 from the foul line. Xavier shot 
the same from the field as Marquette 
and . 785 from the foul line. 
Marquette led 46-37 at halftime. 
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Hall's Career ls Day. And Night 
by JOHN PRICE 
Like day and night or east and west; that's how the Chris 
Hall of last year compares lo this year's edition. The spark 
of last year has been reduced to a mere flicker and the 
change is more apparent to no one more than Chris. 
"It's been a completely opposite season for me," said the 
senior from Glen Este. 
· "You can never adjust to the hardwood. You think you 
should be playing but you're not and it's really hard to 
adjust." 
Durin& his junior year it w•s Chris who was •lw•ys the 
flnt one off the bench whenever the offense was stru11Hng. 
He would bank that drive off his hip, throw a blind pass off 
Chris Hall 
the fast break, or come up with a quick steal. 
"I haven't been getting the breaks this year," admitted 
Chris. "I would hit those first few shots last year but this 
year they're not dropping. You can't miss those first two or 
three when you're coming off the bench." 
Adding to his disappointment is the fact that Chris 
thought he would be relegated to a starting role this year. 
"I thought that at the beginning of the season I would 
have the best shot at a starting spot. I thought that after last 
year I had earned something but you know what happens 
when you're not getting the breaks." 
With eyes toward the future, coach George Krajack has 
found it necessary to play sophomore guard Doug Alt as 
much as possible, and, as. fate would have it, the much 
improved play of Chris' three-year roommate Rick Reder 
carried for him the other starting guard spot. 
"Rich has been a real surprise," said Chris. "He used to 
pi.y great defense but he was tight on offense; he was afraid 
of missing bis first shot." 
"But Rick came out this year and said that he would just 
do his best and take whatever happened. Confidence was a 
real important thing with him, too." 
· The same confidence that buoyed Rick has completely 
escaped Chris and his entire game has been affected 
accordingly. 
"I've lost a lot of confidence in myself and it's hurt my 
shooting a lot. ,When you're on the bench you lose the feel 
of the game situation. You can't get that feeling in practice." 
Contrary to what many would believe, Chris feels that his 
recent marriage has not affected his game at all. 
"There are a lot of guys that marriage would affect but ii 
hasn't bothered my game," admitted Chris. "It's all 
basketball when I play and ii has been no innuence at all as 
far as my responsibility to the game goes." 
Although this year has been a bad dream for Chris, he is 
hopeftil of better things for the Xavier basketball program 
in the future. His future appears to be in teaching at Glen 
Este. 
XAVIER STATS 
PIAVER G GS CG 
JERRY HELMERS- 22 22 4 
TOM BINEGAR 21 20 I 
DOUG ALT 21 16 2 
RICK REDER 22 20 4 
DON DARBY 20 0 
CHRIS HALL 17 2 0 
STEVE POPPE 17 s 0 
RUSTY BLOSSOM 22 s 0 
JOE OROMADA 12 6 0 
14 0 0 PERRY A~HLEV 
CHUCK KROMER 8 s 0 
TERRY SILLIES 10 I 0 
TEAM REBOUNDS 
XAVIER TOTALS 22 x II 
OPPONENT TOTALS.· 22 ll x 
Ploehs-Salinas 
Handball Champs 
Gary Ploehs and Vince Salinas 
combined to throttle the team of John 
Dockus and Jack Murray, three games 
to one, in the Intramural Handball 
Championship round. 
"It was a team effort," chortled 
Ploeh's, after accepting his trophy. 
Added Dockus of the losers: "Getting 
around Vince was like trying to fight 
your way through a Wayne Embry pick." 
" 
· The power hitting Ploehs-Salinas 
combine went undefeated.in the double-
elimination tournament. 
MIN FGA FGM FG% 
779 306 t50 .490 
693 244 117 .479 
547 217 106 .487 
644 247 104 .421 
334 98 46 .469 
221 111 36 .329 
302 71 33 .468 
289 45 24 .516 
176 79 24 .304 
11>3 28 12 .430 
119 22 JO .454 
19 14 4 .307 
4400 1478 666 .4SO 
4400 1475 -691 .467 
FTA FTM FT% REB AVG PF DIS PTS AVG. 
139 97 ,698 193 8.8 71 4 398 18.0 
6.1 70 3 JOO 14.3 94 66 .702 136 
1.7 40 0 240 . 11.3 34 27 .778 34 
41 26 .640 71 3.2 38 0 234 I0.6 S.7 43 26 .620 109 S.7 S4 4 114 
28 21 .7SO 19 1.2 20 0 93 S.4 
39 24 .615 78 4.3 SS s 89 S.2 
73 3.3 41 2S .600 61 2.S 41 
10 6 .600 13 f.2 IS 0 S4 4.S 
s .62S 8 0.6 5 0 29 2.0 
16 9 .506 28 3.S 26 29 2.0 1.4 
.857 19 1.9 1 0 14 7 
122 s.2 
49S 354 .71S 830 37.7 451 19 1666 7S.7 
S97 403 .67S 921 41.8 391 10 1787 81.2 
This Year: A Bad Dream 
RESULTS W-S 1.-19 
THOMAS MORE 85, XAVIER 64 
ST. JOSEPH (Pa.) 83, XAVIER 74 
ST. UONAVENTURE 82, . XAVIER 69 
HANOVER 72, X'IVIER 71 
OLD DOMINION 89. XAVIER 73 
XAVIER 75, N.Y.U. 68 
OK!AHOMA IOI, XAVIER 89 
NIAGARA 91, XAVIER 83 
.DAYTON 94, XAVIER 76 
DEPAUL 73, XAVIER 71 
AIR FORCE 81, XAVIER 80 
XAVIER 80, T.C.U. 76 
DETROIT 78, XAVIER 73 
MARQUffTE 82, XAVIER 73 
N. ILLINOIS 88, XAVIER 80 
XAVIER 70, DETROIT 67 
DAYTON 90, XAVIER 78 
XAVIER 98, BELIARMINE 71 
XAVIER 76, CANISIUS 69 
VILLANOVA 96, XAVIER 79 
CINCINNATI 85, XAVIER n 
MIAMI 66, XAVIER 59 
MARQUElTE 81, XAVIER 73 
DUQUESNE 105, XAVIER 63 
Sailors Undergo Rebuilding Year 
The Sailing Club, sadd.led with the 
los's of key varsity racers, has begun a 
rebuilding program in which it hopes to 
acquire ··sufficient depth to produce 
contenders for the spring racing season. 
The program was initiated by Tom 
Neiders and Denny Nixon, president 
and vice-president of the Club. 
In other Sailing Club news, John 
Shaffner of Xavier will serve the Mid-
west Collegiate Sailing Association as 
Vice-Commodore elect for a one year 
term. Shaffner is the eighth Xavier 
student to sit on the MCSA's executive 
board in the last ten years. 
CARTOON 
COMING 
A new feature will appear for the 
The program began with a member-
ship drive, the results of which were 
termed "''highly successful." New 
members are taught basic sailing 
techniques every Thursday night by 
Denny Nixon and Greg Haskell. first time next week in the X. U. News' 
. The varsity squad,_under the di-rec- March 11th issue and every week 
tioit of coach Tom Grogan, is presently:- thereafter. 
training each Tuesday night in racing . Th t' · f M'k M k' 'JI b e an 1cs o 1 e us 1e w1 e lechniques to prepare for the 
compeitions. 
The season begins March 22. at 
Indiana University, where the club will 
compete against Ohio State, Notre 
Dame and others. Next the schedule 
lists races against Detroit, Purdue, and 
Ohio State plus Sunday races at Lake 
Cowan. 
portrayed in the series, "Hostile Sloth, 
Part 11." Follow Mike Muskie thru the 
ups and dowris of his complex love life, 
aided and abbeted by such notables as 
Claudia 'Cliffie, Marsha Mountie· and 
newest addition, Mary Muskie. 
Watch for "Hostile Sloth, Part II" 
starting in next week's X.U. News. 
DON'T GET 
JAMMED 
into a teaching position that's unsatisfactory and a 
place you can't stand. Your prospective students 
need your full attention and only if you're happy can 
you give them what they need. It's your career, be 
selfish enough to make it a good one. 
There's no question about it-students in elemen-
tary and high schools need young teachers, with 
fresh progressive ideas, to answer and satisfy their 
thousands upon thousands of questions. Answers 
that, when handled creatively and interestingly, not 
only give information but cause young minds to 
mold into strange-wonderful patterns. A good 
teacher is a catalyst. They need you. Chicago needs 
you. 
But over and beyond their need, a starting salary 
of $8,400 annually and one of the highest teacher 
salary schedules in the nation indicate that Chicago 
wants to satisfy the needs of its community. 
Your endeavor may be needy students and an ade-
quate salary-but then again it may be a healthy 
non.stop social environment and Flight life, a 10 
mile lake front beach, open air concerts, the ballet 
or fine colleges and universities to continue your 
education: The community of Chicago, on the shore 
of Lake Michigan. · 
Get off to a ·good start in your career. If you're 
a graduating senior with a degree in education, in-
vestigate teaching in the Chicago Public Schools. 
For further information write: 
r------------------------------------.--·--., 
DIRECTOR OF TEACHER ,RECRUITMENT 
Chicago Public Schools, 228 N. La Salle Street, 
Chicago, Illinois 60601 
I am interested in teaching: 0 Grades K-3 0 4-6 0 7-8 
o High schooL-- . . . . __ . _ 0 Special Education 
subject area 
Miss 
Mr .... _________ --··--------
Address_-·- -______ -· -- -- ... 
;.t CitY----·--··------· _.State ________ Zip ____ _ 
I I .. -
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n His Own ·Write J)an Kane 
Brid e Over Troubled Waters 
In the area of pop records and 
groups the trends seem to be moving to 
the super albums that are sold out even 
before they are released. Such was the 
case with the Beatle's ABBEY ROAD 
and Crosby, Stills and Nash's 
CROSBY, STILLS and NASH. 
the words, there could be no other 
music. The song is pretentious, but so is 
the message that is conveyed as well as 
the tone which kind of reminds me of 
the Bible for some strange reason. 
El .Condor Pasa is a Peruvian song 
translated by Paul Simon with words 
music with raul Sinton's words and Art 
Garfunkel's voice. 
And such was the case with Simon that are too much to believe. Paul 
and Garfunkel's latest album, BRIDGE Simon, at times, has pure poetry 
OVER TROUBLED WATERS .. The dripping from the comers of his mouth. 
album has been made familiar to record An example: "A man gets tied up to the 
buyers by promotion of the two main ground, HF gives the world its saddest 
IOnp on the alblim, ~ Over :r-'°und, ... I'd rather be a sparrow than 
': asnail." 
Keep the, Customer Satisfied, The · 
Only Living Boy in New York, and 
Why Don't You Write Me,' are the 4 
pretty good songs. All are pretty good 
Paul Simon, with some strong 
instrumentals backing them up, giving 
them their life, which seems to falter at 
times. 
Baby Driver· is the one average 
song. Some good words, with the 
typical, "sell copies," tone that sells 
almost everything these two musicians 
puf out. 
'Tr0ubleci Waters and The Boxer. Both 
songs. were very popular and their 
inclusion insured the ·success of the 
album. 
So, like the other couple of million 
people, I went to my favorite record 
store and bought the album. And here's 
what I got: 
S excellent songs, 
4 pretty good songs, 
l average song and 
l poor song done very well. 
Bridge Over Troubled Waters 
begins the album and sets the tone for 
the rest, which I feel to be one of 
looking for understanding. This is the 
first of the 5 excellent songs. It has been 
said that the song has been 
overproduced and that there is too 
much schmaltz. I disa ree, because, for 
Marketing 
Majors: 
. Skipping a few of the pretty goods, 
we come to So Long, Frank Lloyd 
Wright, which has the tone of an elegy, 
spoken with two or three tongues in 
cheek, but ·still weaves a spell 
reminsicent of the earlier· Simon and 
Garfunkel. 
The one poor song is, of course, Bye 
Bye Love, which is, as I have said is 
done well. Somehow, I can't picture S 
ct G doing this song, and yet I can; so 
there's the reason this is a poor song, 
but welf and alive because it is done so 
The Boxer seems to be the song well. 
selling the album, and indeed it is one I have saved Song For The Asking 
of the better cuts. Dealing with the man for last because I feel it pretty well sums 
who has been utterly destroyed by up the entire album. Here is their song 
society, Paul Simon gets his point for the askin& for the taking, ask them 
across to the point where it makes one and they will play for you and make 
feel that there are indeed people who you smile. 
have it worse than we do. Definitely "Thinking it over, I've been sad 
orie of the excellent songs on the album, Thinking it over, I'd be more 
perhaps the best. than glad 
I'll leave the fifth excellent sqiag To change my ways for· the 
antil last. / asking 
Cecelia sounds like Simon and . Ask me and I will play 
Garfunkel sitting in on the session when All the love that I hold inside." 
the Beatles recorded Magical Mystery To coin a cliche, the words speak 














111d hardware, and fashion 
and an openlna. Plus stores In· 
IP'Ht cities all over the country. 
Write 
Federated Department Stores, Inc., 
Director or 
Executive Resources, 
Cincinnati, Ohio 45202 
~. 
-----
SUNDAY, MARCH 8th. 8:00 in U.D. FIELDHOUSE 
Tickets are $3, $4, $6. Send self addressed stamPec:f 
·envelope with mail orders to 
TICKET OFFICE 
UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON FIELDHOUSE 
UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON 
DAYTON, OHIO 45409 
14-f( the mosf 
enjoyable fade 
ih beet lodayl 
Pure gt&in flavorfhat neyerqt1if~~ · 
-· DON'T EVER BUY ANOTHER RECORD I 
DON'T EVER CLEAN YOUR CLOTHES I 
STAY AWAY FROM JEWELRY, SPORTS WEAR. BOWLING, 
FLORISTS. CABS. MOD GARB, TIRES, UNLESS • • • 
. _. 
STUDENT PRIVILEGE CARD I 
' For continuous discounts from ••• to shining see. 
H-• Dry Ci9.nlng 
331 Luci- Ave. 
21" on 11 dry clllnlng 
ActO• 
Univ. l'lua Shopping Ct. 
1 °" to .. cerdholdlra 
Miiiie City, 243 w. McMlllln 
10% on Ill non-•11 '-" 
Arbr'1 RNlt lllef, Netlonefty 
F- food coupon with 8.P.C. 
Hiiton Hotllt, Nltlo1111Hy 
lpeclel me. to e11nllloldlrl 
Hiiton R111t·•C1r, N1tlolllllly 
21" to Cllrdholdlrs 
Dinnie Tire Co., 2424 Giibert 
40 to 70% to Clrdholderl 
Emm-C.111111 
Univ. Plllu Shopping Ct. 
1 °" to 111 e11rdholclln 
Thi •hall• Pl-
37 C1lhoun St. 
1 °" on 111 clothing • 
Thi Le 8e11rpe Co. 
121 C1lhoun St. 
10% to c1rdholdlr1 
Dotzever Jeweler1 
6874 Cheviot Rd. 
10% to cerdholder• 
Makris Foreign Records Shop 
813 Walnut St. 
10% to all cardholdera 
Encor41,Feshion1, Men's & Women'• -
933 & 961 E. McMillan St. 
10% to all cardholdera 
A Fly Can't Bird. But ... 
1049 Saint Gregory 
Free Papti with any •ndwich 
Putt Putt Golf Cour-
30C dlacount to cardholcler1 
R11111de Inna, N1tlolllllly 
Speci1I rlt• to cardholdlra 
. Norberta DIKount Drugs 
221 W. MoMIH1n It. 
10% Oii 111 sw-•ptl-
POlllivllY 4th It., 208 E. 4th . 
10% on 1U orlglnel pelmings 
llndll lhop, 111 C11houn It. 
10% to .. cerdholdln 
Pllu Hut. N8llonllly . 
I t1 CCIUpOlll 
flOlllwly '""" N8tlonlllr '°"~to W'dhokllrl 
ClnclnMtl R0¥111 lulletbll 
M Miii for '2 to cerdlloldlr9 
On-Ulmolrelhop 
-Univ. l'lua Shopping Ct. 
10% Oii Wlter pl1111 
Pele Wllhlngton lhoP,119 
1211 Collr9ln Aw. 
T•W•N• lmportm, 274 Ludlow 
I to 10% to 1M OM'lllloldeN 
Copel ClotMI, 1005 E. McMiiian 
2°" to ... cerdholdln 
a..·•111r.c111 ... 
MIE.MoM•n . 
11" to .. wdlioldlN 
Thi~ Clothing 
1047 It. 0...,,., St. 
10% to •II Cllrd~ 
Hl·Rlll Del. • 81nclwlch Shoppe 
2124 J.tflnon Aw. 
F-Ch1119 with •ndwlch, 10 1m to 2 pm 
Nltlonll Dry Cl11111n 
N-oodPllu 
1 °" to 111 e11rdholdln 
Frilco L11111 Bowling 
789 E. McMlll1n 
28% to ell cerdholclera 
Koeater·Long Florllts 
1008 Race St. 
20% to ell cardholders 
Clifton Shoe Rep•ir 
272 Ludlow 
10% to all airdholder• 
Vicki's of Clifton 
386 Ludlow Ave. 
10% to all cardholdara 
Paul'• Men'• • Boy'• Clothing 
4813 Montgomery Rd. 
1 °" to 111 airdholdera 
Burtac:hy'a Fl-1r1 
4636 Montgomery Roed 
10% on Locel ordera, t5 •up 
Huber Dept. Stor• 
3111W-Aw. 
10% to •II cerdholdln 
Clifton Cu Compeny 
272 Ludl- Ave. 
10% to Ill cerdholderl 
Thll-
71 Wiii MoMlllln It. 
10% off on~ lnoludlng blr 
A ... n'1 Clifton Florllt 
3401 Clifton A-
10% on II 1111111 llllh ordlrl 
A~D MANY, MANY MORE •. 
NORMALLY ~4, YOURS NOW FOR ONLY •3 
MAIL TODAY• START SAVING TOMORROW.· 
To: ltudlnl Pl'ivflltll C8rd lntlrnltl-1 
P.O.loa31 '-
171 lo. Arrovo Pllllw8Y 
....... Clllf.11109 
.......... 
·:. l..io.d II .my ti. ~ Miid me my ltuMnt Prfvlllee C.rd, lll8lt dll9atoly 
11[1!1 mOMY -'11111 °""'· . . . . 
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Prnmling. Wind ,. 
A.BM-Always µlo~ Money Mark Meany 
___ ,___ 
"We are drifting toward a catastrophe 
beyond comparison. We shall require a 
substantially new manner of thinking if 
mankind is to survive." -Albert 
Einstein 
"Heed the trheat and awesome power 
of the mighty Pentagon, 
which iiwastfnl precious millions 
on the toys of Washintgton." 
-John Kay or•steppcnwolf" 
problems as guardian of the free world 
is the Sentinel· anti-balistic missile 
system commonly known as the ABM. 
The Nike-Zeus missile is designed to 
intercept incoming enemy warheads 
. high in the stratosphere. But the 
wisdom in developing and deploying 
such · a network of anti-missiles is 
doubtful, I believe, for a number of 
reasons. 
The ABM has been played uto to 
'lound nice.' It is tagged a 'peaceful 
deterrent to nuclear aggression.' But it 
is the testimony of history that 'peaceful 
deterrents' serve only to catalyze a new, 
self-<lefeating arms race. 
The new 'multiple warhead' device 
· currently being tested is a case in point. 
Columnist Mark Meany · 
Since the end of World War II, 
America has been drawn through a 
costly array of 'ultimate weapon 
systems,' a parade of horrors which has 
solved no problems, but only left us 
more insecure. The latest elixir for our 
Even now we are discovering the 
methods of circumventing missile 
defenses. If the . arms race is driven 
beyond the bounds of nucelar capa-
bility into other areas, the unthinkable 
weapons which would then threaten 
humanity would reduce our protected 
game of nuclear stalemate to mere 
. hopscotch. Among the more popular 
conceptions: 'bug warfare' virus 
arsenals of new and better bugs, and the. 
more recent 'environmental weapons.' 
Among the latter are geophysically-
stragegic high-yield explosions which 
exploit potential catastrophes existing 
Berrigan To Speak Here Tomorrow 
in nature such as the San Andreas fault 
which borders a large portion of the 
frCCJ!Wrl'lnadder scientists suggest that 
chemical agents may be employed to 
eliminate the protective ozone layer of 
the atmosphere over a selected area of 
the earth's surface resulting in its being 
scorched by ultraviolet radiation (since 
this is 'the Age of Aquarius,' why not 
'let the sun shine in'?). 
These types of weapons are less ex-
pensive and defensible. Smaller 
nations, lacking the extensive facilities 
and resources required to produce a 
nuclear arsenal, are looking to these 
cheaper means of gaining respect in the 
international arena. They may well be 
ahead of larger powers in this type of 
research and may be able to saturate 
the earth with such meances before the 
ABM is effectively deployed ... 
AT&T, prime contractor for the 
ABM system has hoodwinked the 
public on defense projects before. They 
have shown themselves anxious to 
claim undue credit and capitalize on 
public myopia and insecurity. It is 
indeed strange how much diffidence 
Americans have actually expressed in . 
the Nike-Zeus. Last year residents of ti 
greater Chicago opposed the idea of · 
installing the missiles in property ' 
adjacent to their neighborhoods 
-------- -- . 
'IMMEDIATE OPENINGS - MEN .~DENTS 
S300.oo GUARANTEED FoR· 1:1·Wt:cKs · 
PART-TIME WORk 
ALSO SOME FULL-TIME. OPENINGS 
•CALL TODAY 241·2944 
ROOMS FOR MEN 
., 
REASONABLE WEEKLY RATES-MAID SERVl<;E-CROSSTOWN' 
BUSLINE - RESTAURANT, SWIMMING POOL, GYMNASIUM,· 
HANDBALL COURTS, LOUNGE, BILLIARDS-TV & READING 
ROOM - 10 Minutes to Downtown 
. : FRIARS CLu·a 
86 West McMlllen Phone 381-6432 . 
Hall available for Socials, Dances and Wedding Receptions. 
PART TIME WORK 
CINCINNATI OFFICE OF LARGE · COR-
PORATION WILL HIRE SEVERAL .STU-
DENTS EIGHTEEN ,· ·& OVER TO WORK 
PART TIME IN MARKETiNG & SALES 
PROMOTION. AFTERNOONS, EVENINGS 
AND WEEK-ENDS. 
$75 PER WEEK SALARY OR INCENTIVE 




Reverend Daniel Berrigan, S.J., 
widely acclaimed spokesman for the 
New ·Left, will speak ·in the Xavier 
Armory on Thursday, March S. Fr. 
Berrigan's lecture, the fourth of the 
Forum Series, is "The Meaning of Chris-
tian Commitment" and will begin at 8: IS 
P.M. 
A short review of his numerous 
articles and dozen books indicates his 
emphasis on Christian humanism. 
Perhaps he takes this attitude a step 
farther in his advocation of a political 
theology - a concept of God which will 
not allow him to passively accept govern-
mental injustices. Fr. Berrigan is 
repelled by our society's pre-occupation 
with technology, and he seeks answers to 
man's disenchantment'in the workings 
of psychology and religion. 
believing that in the event of attack, the 
proximity of such sites would attract an 
inordinate number of Russian mi~siles 
(you can ha\le a block party, but not in 
front of my house!) How seriously must 
they have doubted the efficacy of a 
weapon whose very p_r~sence precludes •••••••••••••••••••-----.. • .. -•.• ..• .. • .."• ..•,"•."• ... • .. 
Although Fr. Berfigan's articles have 
filled Catholic periodicals for the past 
Hfteen years, he has recently come to 
light in his activities with the Catonsville 
9 where he participated in mutilating 
Baltimore draft records. He was also one 
of three from the War Resistance Com- Felten. 
-mittee who flew to Hanoi in February, (Continued from page/) 
1968, to acquire the release of three 
prisoners. His several acts of civil dis- country have a Sabbatical program 
obedience dating from 1965 have caused (usually· after 6 years) and that 
the Society of Jesus to take cor~ective 15% were ready to implement such a 
measures toward him. system.'' This is one area in which 
Born in. Minnesota in 1921, Father Xavier trails beh!nd most institutions," 
Berrigan received his early schooling in commented Dr. Eberhard. 
Syracuse, New York. In 1939 he entered Dr. Fortin added, "All of the recent 
the Society of Jesus. He completed his business and education journals, such 
philosophical studies at Woodstock as the Hanard Business Journal and 
College and was ordained in Boston in the Educational Record, stress the need 
1952. He is currently . the Associate of a liberal arts education. We must 
Director for Service for Cornell United continue to emphasize such an 
\Religious Work, Cornell U1_1iversity. education at Xavier." 
J 
stich fears' brewing! 
Finally, the ABM employes a nu-
clear blast to disch;uge an incoming 
warhead of far-greater nagnitude. Even 
if completely successful, the ABM 
would leave some seventeen hundred 
mushroom: Clouas .. hanging' ·in ·the ·· 
American horizon. It is doubtful that 
anyone would want to struggle through 
existence in such an environment even 
if life were possible. 
So far we have matched the Rus-
sians blow for blow in a seemingly 
infinite series of maneuvers to jockey 
, for the advantage in the 'balance of 
terror.' Until there is bilateral de-
escalation of this lethal folly, America 
has no choice but to develop weapons 
to maintain her advantage. I do not, 
however, see how the ABM fits into a 
reasonable plan for our national 
·defense from possible attack: it is waste-
ful and obsolescent. 'America's big· 
mistake' can only increase our nuclear 
paranoia. 
So fight ice with ice. Bribe them with a bottle of ice-cold • 
·Coca-Cola. For Coke has the refreshing taste you never get · 
tired of. That's why things go better with Coke, after Coke, 
after Coke. 
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DIAMOND RINGS 
For lasting pride and satisfaction, choose a 
Keepsake diamond ring, guaranteed perfect (or 
replacement assured). Keepsake, the ring of your 
dreams, is now awaiting your selection at our store. 
STUDENT CHARGE ACCOUNTS INVITED 
ZeffS 
7IOSWIFTON SHOPPING CENTER, CINCINNATI, OHIO 
. 73MIGO . . 
712 MADISON AVENUI, COVINGTON, KENTUCKY 
211-71M 
ITH AND MONMOUTH, NIWPOllT, KENTUCKY 
.211-4111 
UllllAL DllCOUNTI ON ALL MEllCHANDllE FOii ALL 
·~·······l~~~~;.e~~.~~ .. ~~ FACULn:. ~·'·~~! • n., .... . • ; 
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Dr. Niss Calls Baha'is 'Vehicles of_Peace'; 
Envisions End of War In This Century 
a major necessity to the cause of, world is whether it agrees with logic . and 
On February 27, Dr. Hamilton F. peace. reason. Also, Balia'is emphasize is 
Niss addressed the FAST audience in · Turning once again to a discussion importance of education in conquering 
Xavier's grill. Speaking on the Baha'i of the Baha'i Faith itself, Dr. Niss the suspicious of ignorance which breed 
Faith, Dr. Niss briefly described the asserted that the Baha'i Fait·h is . hatred," Dr. Niss said. 
purpose of this religion and a few of its attempting to express the oneness of In response to several questions 
general prograins for the realization of religion. "All religion comes from one raised, Dr. Niss explained that the 
world peace. revelation and religion is relative and Baha'i Faith has grown out of the 
Dr. NllldncrOMI ....... Faith at lat week's FAST tall. 
writings and teachings of the prophet, 
Baha'u'llah. This man, living in Persia 
(Iran), proclaimed to the Islamic world, 
in I S63, that he was the chosen Manifes-
tation of God for this age. While the 
Baha'is have no formal worship 
ceremony, they follow the writings of· 
Baha'u'llah and regard work done in 
the spirit' of service as a form of 
worship. 
When asked how the teachings of 
the Baha'i Faith differ from those of 
·Christianity, Dr. Niss responded by 
saying that Christianity has failed 
because Christians have become 
complacent.· "If the fullness of what 
Christ had taught had been realized, the 
Baha'i Faith would. not be necessary," 
he stated. 
In conclusion, Dr. Niss urged ·all 
members of the audience to consider a 
further investigation into the Baha'i 
Faith on an individual basis, 
CQntending that it is only a personal 
basis that a true faith in any religion 
can be attained. He ended his talk by 
stressing the importance of an 
independent investigation of truth as 
the only means -of understanding 
religious teachings and achieving peace. 
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· "The Baha'is are striving to bring not absolute. The Baha'is prophet, 
about peace, unity and justice to this Baha'u'llah,, was a manifestation of 
disoriented world. All other religions God's word to His people just as Christ 
envision a time when this will happen. and Mohammed were manifestations of 
The Baha'is consider themselves the God's message. Moreover, the Baha'is 
vehicle for the 'fulfillment of this ideal believe that science and religion must 
and all' of their teachings revolve agree and the ultimate test of a religion around this theme of the oneness of r',,_ __________ .._ __________________________ ..;. ______________ _ 
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mankind," he exmphasized. Discussing 
the type of unity which the Baha'is hope 
to achieve, he stressed the fact that this 
unity is not uniformity but rather it is 
unity in diversity. "With this type of 
unity each individual fulfills his 
potential in cooperation with others. 
Nations and cultures sh~uld relate to 
each other while respecting each other's 
individuality," he stated. 
Next, Dr. Niss elaborated the 
Baha'is two point program for 
. achieving peace. First, he said that 
Baha'is hold that there is an inevitable 
movemerit of'suffering mankind toward 
political peace. Furthermore, they 
firmly believe that the absence of war 
will come in this century. Secondly, the 
Baha'is feel that there is a simultaneous 
inevitable movement of man toward the 
formulation and emergence of a 
spiritually united world civilization. 
· However, this second movement will 
take much longer to accomplish, 
according to Baha'i belief. "To achieve 
these ambitio.us goals the Baha'is are 
immediately concerned with dealing 
with the cause's of war which reside in' 
the individual," Dr. Niss continued. 
On the subject of political peace, 
Dr. Niss felt that the primary 
requirement for political peace is a vast 
assemblage · of mankind meeting 
together to consider the ways to this 
peace. Along with this, he stated that a 
truly binding treaty delineating the geo-
graphical boundaries of all countries is 
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bnngs people 
together. 
The Jade East manifesto. Its aim: to 
bring men and women all over the world 
. I 
closer together. 
Our policy would allow for all sorts 
of skirmishes, territorial gains and conquests. 
And sti II keep the peace. 
Just put some Jade East on your face 
and neck. And anywhere else. If you've got , 
a girlfriend, take her·out as planned. If 
you're seeing a few girls, do whatever it is 
you're doing. 
Now comes the best part. Since all 
girls are different, all reactions will be 
different. Some will be aggressive. Others, 
submissive. But whether our policy leads to 
final agreement or not, one thing's for sure. 
The negotiations alone will be worth 
the price. · ' 
Jade East 
Make love, not war. 
